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Aut 2. Week 1: Curriculum Words 
 

Sometimes, even as grownups, we have to try 
spelling words in a few ways before we look to 
see which one looks correct. 
 
 

Your job is to work out which of these spellings 
is correct and then learn the spelling for the test 
next week. 
 

REMEMBER: 
CHECK you chose the correct spelling, so you 
learn the correct spelling. Look online or in a 

dictionary. 
 

1. kalendar? calinder? calendar? 
2. kort? caught? cort? 
3. senter? centa? centre? 
4. sentery? senchury? century? 
5. dificoot? diphicult? difficult? 
6. desapear? disapier? disappear? 
7. urly? early? erlee? 
8. urth? erf? earth? 
9. aigth? eighth? aith? 
10. enough? inuf? eenouf? 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 
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Aut 2, Week 2: Prefixes (in-, il-, im- and ir-) 
 

Learn these 8 root words and how you apply 
the correct prefix to change it to mean the 
opposite. 

REMEMBER: 
The original root word does not change 
spelling. 
 
1. active - inactive 
2. experience -inexperience 
3. possible - impossible 
4. mature - immature 
5. regular – irregular 
6. responsible - irresponsible 
7. legal -illegal 
8. logical - illogical 
 
CHALLENGE: Look at some other words and 
add our prefixes to each of them. 

. 
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Aut 2. Week 3: Curriculum Words 
 

By the end of Year 3, we aim for the children to 
be able to spell half of the 109 3/4 National 
Curriculum words. By the end of year 4, we aim 
for them to spell all 109 words. 

Exercise, experience and experiment are on the 
list, but lots of words can be made from using 
these words as the root word. 

1. exercise 
2. exert 
3. exercising 
4. experience 
5. experiencing 
6. inexperience 
7. experiment 
8. experimental 
9. experimenting 
10. experimented 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 
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Aut 2. Week 4: Alternative graphemes 
 

1. they 
2. weight 
3. eight 
4. grey 
5. sleigh 
6. young 
7. touch 
8. blood 
9. trouble 
10. country 
11. does 
12. chef 
13. brochure 
14. parachute 
15. machine 
 

CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into sentences. 
Can you fit several words into the same 
sentence? 
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Aut 2. Week 5: Curriculum Words (soft ‘c’) 
 

By the end of Year 3, we aim for the children to 
be able to spell 50/100 of the words on the list. 
By the end of year 4, we aim for them to spell all 
109 words. 

A few of our words use a soft ‘c’ so it sounds like 
an ‘s’. Learn these 11 words from the list. 

1. centre 
2. century 
3. certain 
4. circle 
5. decide 
6. exercise 
7. experience 
8. medicine 
9. notice 
10. recent 
11. sentence 
 

CHALLENGE: Can you think of any other words 
where the soft ‘c’ are used? 
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Aut 2. Week 6: Suffixes (-ing, -er, -en and -ed) 
 

1. corner – cornering / cornered 
2. fasten – fastening / fastener / fastened 
3. awake – awaken / awakening / awakened 
4. forget – forgetting / forgotten 
5. begin – beginning / beginner 
6. garden – gardening / gardener 
7. prefer – preferring / preferred 
8. limit – limiting / limiter / limited 
 
CHALLENGE: What are the rules for spelling 
using these suffixes? 
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Year 4 SPELLINGS 
 

Aut 2, Week 7: Recap 
 

Practise the words we’ve learned over this half term. We will test you on a random 10 of them. 
 

A little advice: practise the ones that you have found the trickiest. 
 

This half term, we have learned… 
1. calendar 
2. caught 
3. centre 
4. century 
5. difficult 
6. disappear 
7. early 
8. earth 
9. eighth 
10. enough 
11. active - inactive 
12. experience -inexperience 
13. possible - impossible 
14. mature - immature 
15. regular – irregular 
16. responsible - irresponsible 
17. legal -illegal 
18. logical – illogical 
19. exercise 
20. exert 
21. exercising 
22. experience 
23. experiencing 
24. inexperience 
25. experiment 
26. experimental 
27. experimenting 
28. experimented 
29. they 
30. weight 
31. eight 
32. grey 
33. sleigh 
34. young 
35. touch 
 
 
 
 

36. blood 
37. trouble 
38. country 
39. does 
40. chef 
41. brochure 
42. parachute 
43. machine 
44. centre 
45. century 
46. certain 
47. circle 
48. decide 
49. exercise 
50. experience 
51. medicine 
52. notice 
53. recent 
54. sentence 
55. corner – cornering / cornered 
56. fasten – fastening / fastener / 
fastened 
57. awake – awaken / awakening / 
awakened 
58. forget – forgetting / forgotten 
59. begin – beginning / beginner 
60. garden – gardening / gardener 
61. prefer – preferring / preferred 
62. limit – limiting / limiter / limited 
 
 
CHALLENGE: Put 5 of the words into 
sentences. Can you fit several words 

into the same sentence? 
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